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ABSTRACT 

 
We presenta Multi Receiver Signcryption Scheme based on elliptic curves for firewalls. It provides encrypted 
traffic authentication by Firewalls and ensures efficient and secure multicast communication.It enables 
firewall to verify encrypted message without obtaining any secret parameter from the participants. It has 
security attributes of message confidentiality, sender authentication, message integrity, signature 
unforgeability, sender non-repudiation, encrypted message authenticity and public verifiability. Its security 
attributes and cost effectivenes make it a suitable choice for efficient and secure multicast firewalls 
applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Signcryption is a cryptographic primitives. It was proposed by Zheng [1] to reduce the computational and 

communication costs of authenticated encryption.It is a hot research area and many Signcryption Schemes are 
proposed in the litecture [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. 

Multicast is an efficient mean totransmit information from a source to multiple destinations. It reduces 
transmission overheads of the sender, network bandwidth consumption and latency. These characteristics 
make multicast an ideal technology for communication among group of people. Many Multi Receiver 
Signcryption schemes [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] are proposed to ensure efficient and secure multicast. 

Firewalls are installed either as hardware devices or software applications to enforce security policies 
within a network or between networks. It operates at different layers and protects private local area networks 
from hostile intrusion.The application layer firewalls provides the most comprehensive filtering of end-user 
level message authentication.  

The literature reflects that out of the proposed schemes, tenschemes [2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15] 
could not be implemented in firewalls applications due to lack of encrypted message authentication 
characteristic.Fourschemes [4, 6, 7, 8] are suitable for firewalls but have limitations.All these schemes do not 
provide multi receiver functionality. The scheme proposed in [4] is based on expensive Discrete Logarithm 
Problem (DLP) which requires modular exponentiation as compare to Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm 
Problem(ECDLP).The schemes proposed in [6, 7] are based on elliptic curves discrete logarithm problem but 
do not provide message confidentiality. 

 
Figure 1.Application-Level Firewalls for Incoming Message Authentication in LAN 
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2. Contribution.The objective of this research is to identify and implement the security requirements of 
firewalls for multicast Signcrypted messages. To achieve this objective, we designed an efficient multi 
receiver signcryption scheme based on elliptic curves that enables firewalls to verify the authenticity of the 
network traffic without disclosing the contents of the encrypted messages. 
The proposed scheme has the security attributes for multicast message namely: confidentiality, integrity, 
origin non-repudiation, unforgeability, originator and encrypted message authentication and public 
verifiability. Encrypted message authentication attribute enable firewalls, to check the authenticity of 
incoming encrypted traffic. It is efficient in terms of computationalcost and communication overheads.It 
could be used for efficient and secure multicast communications.  
 

3. Proposed Multi Receiver Signcryption Scheme. The proposed Multi Receiver Signcryption scheme 
consists of five phases namely: Initialization, Key Generation, Multi Receiver Signcryption, Firewall 
Verification and Unsigncryption 
3.1. Initialization. In this phase domain security parameters are defined and published by a trusted authority. 

 

Table 1. Domain Security Parameters and Notation  
Notation Interpretation 

� a large prime number, where p	 � 2���	 


 an elliptic curve :	y� 	 x� 	� 	ax	 � 	b  over finite field of order q	 � 2��� 

� a base point of elliptic curve with order 		n	,	 where n	 � 2��� 

� one-way hash function 

��/�� symmetric encryption /decryption algorithm using key � 

� number of receiver 

�	/	  message / cipher text 

 ! encrypted session key  

 

3.2. Key Generation.In this phase each member in the group randomly selectsaprivate key"#$and generates 
public key "%$as:  

"#$ ∈' (1, . . . , + , 1- 
"%$  "#$ . .	/01	+ 

Each member of the group obtains certificate for public key from certificate authority and distribute the 
public key along with certificate. 
3.3. Multi Receiver Signcryption.To multicast a message / in confidential and authenticated way to a 
group of 2  receivers having identities (34� , 34�, … , 346- , the sender runs Multi Receiver 

Signcryptionalgorithm. It input parameters are: Sender private/publickey"#7	/"%7, and each receiver public 
keys ("%�, "%�, … , "%6-. It returns Signcrypted text89, :, ;, <=. 
IF the sender having identityID@  wants to multicast message /  to	t		receivers having identities(34� ,
34� , … , 346- in a confidential and authenticated way then the Sender performs the following steps: 

Multi Receiver Signcryption	8�, BCD, BEF, BEG , … , BE�= 
Step 1. Verifies each recipient public key "%$   by using their certificates 
Step 2. Randomly selects an integer H ∈' (1, . . . , + , 1- 
Step 3. Generates cipher textc, where9  JK8/= 
Step 4. Randomly selects an integerL	 ∈' (1, . . . , + , 1- 
Step 5. Computes the encrypted session keys 9$for each  recipient 
a) Computes <�  M8L. "%$= 
b) Computes 9$  J7N8H= 
c) Computes :  (	9�, 	9�, … , 	96- 
Step 6. Computes O  L. . 
Step 7. Computes ;  M	89||:||O= using one-way hash function 
Step 8. Computes <  L 8; � "#7=⁄ /01	+ 
Return<89, :, ;, <= 
Multicast the Signcrypted text 8c, :, r, s=to each group member 
3.4 Signature Verification by Firewalls. Firewalls verify the authenticity of received Signcrypted text 
89, :, ;, <=as follow: 

Firewalls Verify8 	, 	 F, 	 G, … , 	 �, C, D= 
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Step 1. Verifies sender public key "%7 using their certificate. 
Step 2. Computes T  <. 8"%7 � ;. .= 
Step 3. Computes  ;′  MU9V|:|VTW 

Step 4. Accept and forwards Signcrypted text if ;′  ; otherwise reject. 

 

Theorem1.Multi Receiver Signcryption verification is considered valid if the sender and verifier conform to 
the applied protocols	T  <. 8"%7 � ;. .=. 
Proof 

T  <. 8"%7 � ;. .= 
=

X

8#YZ[\=
8"#7. . � ;. .= 


L. .

8; � "#7=
8"#7. �;= 

 L. .  O 

Clearly, the equation M89||:||O== M89||:||T= is established. 
3.5 Unsigncryption. Each receiver in multicast group having identity 34$ extracts his corresponding 
parameters 89, c], ;, <=  from Signcrypted text 89	, :, ;, <= , verifies and gets the message using 
Unsigncryptionalgorithm as follows: 

Unsigncryption8 ,  !, C, D, BED, BC!, BE!=	 
Step 1. Verifies sender public key "%7by using his certificate. 
Step 2. Computes T  <. 8"%7 � ;. .= 
Step 3. Computes ;′  M89||:||T= 
Step 4. Computes <�  M8"#$ . T=	 
Step 5. ComputesH  47N89$=using symmetric decryption algorithm and secret key <� 
Step 6. Computes message as /  4K89=using symmetric decryption and key H 
Step 7. Accept message if ;  ;′ else reject 
 
Theorem2.Multi Receiver Signcryption decryption is considered valid if sender and receiver conform to the 
applied protocols. 
Proof 

"#$ . Z  "#$ . <. 8"%7 � ;. .= 

	 		"#$ .
L

8; � "#7=
8"#7. . � ;. .= 


"#$ . L. .
8; � "#7=

8"#7. �;= 

 L. "#$ . .	 
 L. "%$  
Clearly, the equation "#$ . Z  L. "%$  is established. 

4 Security Analysis. The security analysis of the proposed scheme is presented. It is based on the assumption 
that solving Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) is hard for sufficient large numbers [16, 
17]. The proposed scheme is compared with state of the art schemes. It is reflected in Table1. 

Definition 1: (The Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem). Let P and Q be two points of an elliptic 
curve	C. Find an integer		�	, such that			`	  	�. ". 

4.1 Confidentiality. The proposed scheme provides confidentiality, if an attacker wants to derive the original 
message, then attacker must obtain the secret key		<�	and further compute message session key	H	. The 
following are the possible cases to derive secret key		<�	:   

Case 1: An attacker can compute		sk		 from Equation (4) if attacker gets	L	from Equation (2) and 	"#$ 	from 
Equation (3).The attacker can compute 	T		from Equation (1) and get the receiver public key	"%$ , however if 
attacker tries to compute L	 from Equation (2) and "#$  from Equation (3) and then attacker has to solve two 
Jb4c". 
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T  <. 8"%7 � ;. .=																																							81=		
T  L. .																																																									82= 
"%$  "#$ . .																																																			83= 
<�  M	8L. "#$ . .=																																								84= 

Case 2: An attacker can compute		sk		from Equations (6) and (7) if attacker gets		"#7		from Equation (5). The 
attacker can get the sender public key	"%7, however if tries to compute "#7	 from Equation (5) then attacker 
has to solve	Jb4c". 

"%7  "#7. .																																																							85= 
<  L/	8; � "#7=	/01	+																																	86= 
<�  M	8L. "%$=																																																		87= 

Case 3: An attacker can compute		sk		from Equations (9) and (10) if attacker gets		"#$ 		from Equation (8). The 
attacker can get any receiver public key	"%$, however if attacker tries to compute "#$ 	 from Equation (8) then 
attacker has to solve		Jb4c". 

"%$  "#$ . .																																																										88= 
Z  <. 8"%7 � r. G=																																															89= 

<�  M8"#$ . T=																																																								810= 

4.2 Integrity. Firewalls and each recipient can verify whether the received signcrypted text is the original, 
and sent by the legitimate sender. In Signcryption phase the sender computes		;		using one-way collision 
resistive hash function. If an attacker changes the original ciphertext 9  as 			9 ′ , ;  is changed to 	;′ 
MN89 ′||:||T=. It is computationally infeasible for an attacker to modify 9 as 9 ′ such that 	;′  ;		due to 
collision resistive property of one-way hash function. 

4.3 Public Verifiability. Third party can verify the authenticity of the multi receiver signcrypted 
text89, :, ;, <= message when dispute occurs. The verification procedure defined in section 3.4, requires 
public parameters; sender's public key "%7 and89, ;, <=. 

4.4 Encrypted Message Authentication. Firewalls can verify whether received multi receiver signcrypted 
text is sent by legitimate sender or not without disclosing message contents using procedure defined in 
section 3.4. 

4.5 Non-repudiation. Sender cannot deny from multi receiver signcrypted text. As the sender public key "%7 
is associated to his private key	"#7, using sender public key	"%7. Third party can decide using procedure 
defined in section 3.4, whether the message is sent by the claimed sender or not. 

4.6 Unforgeability. The attacker/recipient cannot forge valid 8/, ;, <= without private key of the sender. 
Assume they tries to forge a valid 8/′, ;′, s′= from a previous 8/, ;, <=	eavesdropped. They must generate <′ 
from Equation (14) for message			/	′. For computing valid signature	<′, attacker has to compute sender 
private key "#7		from Equation (11) while recipient has to compute secret parameter 	L	 from Equations (12) 
and (13) which is equivalent to solve	Jb4c". 

"%7  "#7. .																																																		811= 
Z  <. 8"%7 � r. G=																																						812= 
"#$ . Z  L. "%$ 																																															813= 
<′  L/8; � "#7=	/01		+																											814= 
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Table 2.Comparsionof Security Features and Suitability of the Proposed and Existing Schemes for 
Implementation in Firewalls 

 

5. Efficiency. Efficiency of public key cryptographic scheme is usually evaluated on basis of the number of 
major expensive operation involved, like Modular Exponentiation (M-Exp) or Elliptic Curve Point Scalar 
Multiplication (ECPM) and communication overhead (Extra bits appended for security purposes) during 
sending data from sender to multi receivers. 
 

5.1 Computational Cost Analysis. The computational efficiency of the proposed scheme is analyzed on the 
basis of two major operations namely M-Exp and ECPM. Table 3 illustrates the efficiency comparison of the 
proposed scheme and existing schemes. The proposed scheme is based on elliptic curve and is efficient than 
M-Exp based scheme.  
In the same security level one ECPM(160 bits) has 83ms while one M-Exp (1024) has 220ms execution 
time in the Infineon’s security controller SLE 66CUX640P (@ 15 MHz) [18]. Percent computation cost 
reduction in milli second of the proposed scheme on the basis of security controller [14] implementation is 
shown in Table 4: 
 

Table 3. Computational Cost Comparison 
Schemes Signcryption Firewalls Verification Unsigncryption 

Proposed t � 1		ECPM 2	ECPM 3	ECPM 
[9] t			M , Exp - 2	M , Exp 

[11] t		M , Exp - 2	M , Exp 
[12] t			M , Exp - 2	M , Exp 
[13] t � 2	M , Exp 2	M , Exp 3	M , Exp 

 

Table 4. % Saving in Computation Time 
Number of 

Receiver 

Signcryption Unsigncryption 

[9] [11] [12] [13] [9] [11] [12] [13] 

5 54.727 67.662 31.967 
10 58.5 65.416 31.967 
50 61.518 62.998 31.967 
100 61.895 62.642 31.967 

 
5.2. Communication Overhead Analysis. The proposed scheme is efficient than existing schemes as shown 
in Table 5. 
Compared to existing schemes percent communication overhead reduction of the proposed scheme for 

Schemes Security Features Multi 

Receiver 

Functionality 

Suitability 

for Firewalls 

Application 
Confidentialit

y 

Authentici

ty 

Integrit

y 

Non 

Repudiatio

n 

Unforgeabilit

y 

Proposed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Gamage [4] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Bao [5] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

Mohamed [6] No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Iqbal et al [ 7] No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Toorani [8] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Zheng [9] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Han etal. [10] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

Elkamchochi 

[11] 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Han [14] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Li[15] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
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2	receivers	and	NIST recommended security parameters size is shown in Table 6: 
 

Table 5. Communication Overhead 
Schemes Communication Overhead Classification 

Proposed | | � �| !| � |�| � |t| Efficient 

[14] |9| � 2|9$| � |M| � 2|u| Moderate Efficient 
[13], [18] |9| � 2|9$| � 2|M| � 2|u| Moderate Inefficient 

[15] |9| � 2|9$| � |M| � 2|v| 
[17] 2|9| � |M| � |u| Inefficient 

 

Table 6. % Saving in Communication Overhead 
Number of Receiver % Communication Overhead Reduction 

[14] [13], [18] [15] 
5 33.333 57.142 83.783 
10 44.444 64.285 86.301 
50 53.333 70 88.365 
100 54.444 70.714 88.626 

 

6. Conclusions 

We proposed a novel Multi Receiver Signcryption Scheme based on Elliptic Curves for firewalls. It 
satisfies mandatory security attributes for Multi Receiver Signcryption. The scheme has a benefit of 
encrypted traffic authentication.It allows firewalls to verify the encrypted message without obtaining any 
secret parameter from the corresponding participants. The proposed  scheme reduced computation cost from 
31% to 67% and communication overhead 33% to 88% as compare to existing schemesfor multicast group 
containing receivers (5-100) with sufficient security parameters.  
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